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original, for the verse SR 14.6 agrees with them and is inconsistent
with SR's own prose story; the point of the story requires that the same
person or persons who gave the king the kingdom should preserve it
for him later, and as the birds cannot do this, SR in a very lame
fashion invents an unnamed and quite superfluous " deity " to do
it*); in £0, the king tells the strangers about the ascetic Trikalanatha
instead of vice versa, and the following account is different; in £9 the
end of the story is different, and seemingly unoriginal, in SR. There
are other petty differences between SR and the consensus of the other
versions; few of them, perhaps, would be important in themselves;
but in the aggregate they prove that SR, like the others, is not an
entirely faithful copy of the original. — The number of verses in SR,
both descriptive and (especially) sententious, is much greater than in
the others; this is in accord with its general tendency to prolixity. —
The style of the prose parts of SR is mostly very simple and easy —
tho perhaps lacking in that attractive crispness which characterizes
most of JR.
Peculiarities of the Metrical Recension (MR). — This proclaims
itself at first glance as secondary by its exclusively metrical form
(for there can be no doubt that the other versions, which are
mainly in prose with verses intersperst, represent the original). It is
almost wholly composed in the gloka meter; there are a very few
verses in other meters. Its metrical composition is in the main pretty
good, tho by no means perfect; for instance, it repeatedly makes the
quarter-stanza end in the middle of a word. Some of the verses of
the original have been taken over bodily and inserted in its text.
Aside from the metrical form, it seems to represent the original narra-
tive fairly well. Its divergences are greater, however, than those of
SR. In the first place, it follows the model of most Sanskrit poetry
in containing many passages of intricate and elaborate poetic descrip-
tion, in the kavya style, which have little or nothing that corresponds
to them in the other versions, and are for the most part wholly un-
original. Its author was evidently learned, and proud of his learn-
ing; he likes to introduce rare and strange grammatical forms (some
of them previously known only from grammarians), and he uses a
large number of words which are given by the Hindu lexicographers,
but which have not hitherto been discovered in the literature, and
1 Sanskritists will note that the variant goes back to a simple graphic corruption,
the original y of yaksa, " spirit," having become a p hi pak§in, " bird."

